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When the ground begins to 
wobble side to side - shake both hands  

wobble and shake x3 
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 Turtles go like this 
   hand stop position - drop to turtle position 

          Drop - Cover - Hold 
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Get under a table and  
two clenched fists 

Hold on tight x3 
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Turtles go like this 
   hand stop position - drop to turtle position 

          Drop - Cover - Hold 
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Hunch my back and 
hunch back  - hands back of head  

Cover my head x3 
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Turtles go like this 
   hand stop position - drop to turtle position 

         Drop - Cover - Hold 
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When things on the shelf come  
roll hands 

Tumbling down x3  
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Turtles go like this 
   hand stop position - drop to turtle position 

       Drop - Cover - Hold 
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We all work together and 
jump up - cup hands around mouth - Shout    

“TIDY UP” x3 
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Turtles go like this, 
thumbs up 

                          “Tidy up!” 
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“I was a turtle  
in my bed last night!” 

“Me too!” 
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“If your bed got wobbly, 

how big a turtle could you be?” 
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When the ground begins to 
wobble side to side - shake both hands  

wobble and shake x3 
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Turtles go like this 
hand stop position - drop to turtle position 

Drop - Cover - Hold 
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Get under a table and  
two clenched fists 

Hold on tight x3 
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Turtles go like this 
hand stop position - drop to turtle position 

       Drop - Cover - Hold 
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Hunch my back and 
hunch back  - hands back of head  

Cover my head x3 
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Turtles go like this 
hand stop position - drop to turtle position 

Drop - Cover - Hold 
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When things on the shelf come  
roll hands 

Tumbling down x3  
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Turtles go like this 
hand stop position - drop to turtle position 

       Drop - Cover - Hold 
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We all work together and 
cup hands around mouth - Shout    

“TIDY UP” x3 
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Turtles go like this, 
thumbs up 

                          “Tidy up!” 
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“I was a turtle  
in my bed last night!” 

“Me too!” 
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